Methodology for processing backscattered electron images. Application to Aguada archaeological paints
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1. Introduction

X-ray analytical techniques, such as X-ray fluorescence (XRF), total reflection X-ray fluorescence (TXRF), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy complemented with energy dispersive X-ray spectrometers (SEM-EDX), are valuable tools for surface characterization which have widely been used for the analysis of archaeological pieces (Aloupia et al., 2000; Barrios Neira et al., 2009; Buxeda i Garrigós, 1999; Cariati et al., 2003; Fernández-Ruiz and García-Heras, 2007; Fortina et al., 2008; Iordanidis et al., 2009; Mirti, 2000; Schleicher et al., 2007; Schreiner et al., 2004). The popularity of these techniques lies not only in their non-destructive character and relatively low-cost analyses, but also in the fact that the simultaneous application of them allows mineralogical (XRD) and chemical (XRF, TXRF and SEM-EDX) analysis of decorated sherds (Appolonia et al., 2001; Craig et al., 2007). An alternative for studying sherd surfaces finished with clay coatings or colour paints, through image-processing algorithms using different space filters, chemical contrast between regions has been brought to evidence with a minor detail loss. This has been accomplished by applying a smoothing filter, after which the main routine for contrast enhancement reveals details in the grey-level region of interest; finally, a filter for edge enhancement permits to recover some details lost in the previous steps, achieving satisfactory results for the painted sherd samples analyzed. In order to validate the mean atomic number differences found between each pigment and the ceramic body, X-ray diffraction diagrams have been refined with Rietveld method using the software DIFFRACplus Topas®, arriving to mineralogical differences which agree with the results obtained. As a consequence of this study, the program developed has proven to be a suitable tool for routine analysis of samples with slight chemical contrast.
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used for determining iron oxidation states in archaeological samples (Molera et al., 1998), an important issue when studying the colour origin. Alternatively, Raman spectroscopy is a complementary technique, one of its main applications on the archaeology and art history being pigment identification (Smith and Clark, 2004). Usually paint layers contain metallic oxides or sulfates, which allows to elaborate paint and pigment catalogs, although several problems may arise depending on the excitation source energy (Edwards and Chalmers, 2005).

Similarly, in an electron microscope, Auger and backscattered electron signals are generated in regions close to the sample surface, complementing the X-ray spectral information (Goldstein et al., 1992; Polak et al., 1983). Although Auger spectroscopy may provide accurate analysis, several experimental difficulties, in addition to the expensive character of the involved instruments, inhibit a frequent use of this technique. On the other hand, backscattered electron (BSE) images may provide certain chemical-contrast information from the surface of the studied material, since the fraction of backscattered electrons increases with the mean atomic number $Z$ of the irradiated sample (Reed, 1993). For this reason, BSE images constitute an attractive alternative to this aim, since backscattered electrons are mainly emitted from an intermediate zone close to the surface and allow the distinction of small variations $\Delta Z$ in the mean atomic number: in very low noise BSE images, a discrimination eventually up to $\Delta Z \approx 0.1$ (Goldstein et al., 1992) may be achieved.

When two regions of a sample present slight chemical contrast (i.e., similar mean atomic numbers), 8-bit BSE signal grey levels will also be similar. In this case, simple human eye recognition in BSE images becomes difficult in view of our limited 30 grey-level capability close grey levels, contrast is enhanced in the region of interest, which always implies certain detail loss. Finally, the program developed permits an edge-enhancement procedure, allowing the maximum profit of the information contained in these images, with the capability of distinguishing between similar mean atomic number regions. The methodology proposed here consists in the application of several filters, intended to subtract noise and fluctuations which are inherent to the measurement process (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002; Russ, 1998). With this kind of procedure, pixels are not considered as isolated points, but global trends in the image are taken into account instead. After a smoothing process, in order to discriminate close grey levels, contrast is enhanced in the region of interest, which always implies certain detail loss. Finally, the program developed permits an edge-enhancement procedure, allowing the identification of each pigment region.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) combined with X-ray diffraction (XRD) have extensively been used for studying archaeological pieces and pigments (Bertolino and Fabra, 2003; De La Fuente et al., 2005; De La Fuente, 2006; Druc, 2001). The fact that only small amounts of archaeological samples are available has increasingly encouraged the application of these techniques in this area during the last decades (Reed, 1993; Sánchez Ramos et al., 2002). The analysis of pottery paints and pigments is a major quest not only in archaeology, but also in Art History, since the understanding of deterioration processes and conservation methods are necessary for distinguishing original parts from subsequent amendments, ulterior restoration works or counterfeits. In this work the methodology proposed has been applied to characterize pigments used in pottery fabrication of the Ambato style of “Aguada” culture (Catamarca province, Argentina), which, according to different studies, has flourished from IV to XII centuries AD (Baldini et al., 2002; Laguens and Bonnin, 2005; Pantorrilla and Núñez Regueiro, 2006). Such analysis has not been completed up to now, and only qualitative analyses can be found in the literature (Bertolino and Fabra, 2003; De La Fuente et al., 2005; De La Fuente, 2006). This is an important application of this approach, since this characterization will complement previous studies in this area (Bertolino et al., 2009).

It must be mentioned that energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis is not suitable for this kind of samples. EDX spectral characteristic lines are built-up through ionizations occurred in all the interaction volume covered by the primary beam, whose typical dimensions may reach 5 μm under normal operating conditions. This becomes a strong limitation when thin paint layers are to be analyzed, since their thickness is not always homogeneous and their surface is quite uneven. Anyway, EDX spectra are very useful for the identification of major and minor elements present in each phase, though is this is almost impossible with trace elements, since signal-to-noise ratio inhibits their detection. Similarly, by increasing the incident electron beam energy, the penetration depth increases, which allows to ionize deeper regions: important changes in the set of elements identified in the registered spectrum permit to infer if multiple paint layers have been applied.

2. Implementation of BSE image-processing routines

In order to make mean atomic number contrast more evident, circumscribe regions corresponding to each pigment, improve focus and reduce noise due to roughness, BSE images must be processed. Specific transformations have to be applied, modifying each pixel grey level according to its value and those of its neighbour pixels—not to its location. These functions are usually called filters (Russ, 1998), and its implementation is based on a convolution mechanism. Convolution filters can be represented by a rectangular $M \times N$ matrix, which is moved across the image so that its central element coincides with each image pixel. In each position, every pixel value is multiplied by the corresponding element of the convolution matrix. Finally, the central matrix element is replaced by this product sum. Some kind of test is necessary in order to determine which routines are more suitable for each case.

Different transformations have been implemented in the program developed in this work. The processing routine followed for the application chosen here basically consists of three steps:

2.1. Smoothing

These methods are pixel-to-pixel operations intended to reduce noise as well as contrast between neighboring pixels [Russ, 1998]. Since details are associated not with single pixels, but with the structure surrounding every location, it is important to bear in mind that any smoothing operation implies a loss of information. This means that no general criterion can be established for the best smoothing procedure. It must be noticed that certain filters may introduce undesirable noise, as is the case of the well-known Savitzky–Golay filter (Savitzky and Golay, 1964), which is inappropriate when dealing with sharp edges. The smoothing algorithms tested in the program developed involve low-pass filters (Bonnet, 2004).

2.2. Contrast enhancement

The transformation written with the aim of exaggerating the contrast between regions which must be discriminated consists in stretching the grey-level scale in the range of interest (Chen and Ramli, 2003; Jafar and Ying, 2008). The function $T(i, j)$ which
produces a new image covering most of the grey-level scale can be defined as

\[
T(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
    b(i,j) + v_1 & \text{if } b(i,j) \leq u_1 \\
    (b(i,j) - u_1)(v_2 - v_1)/(u_2 - u_1) + v_1 & \text{if } u_1 < b(i,j) \leq u_2 \\
    (b(i,j) - u_2)(255 - v_2)/(255 - u_2) + v_2 & \text{if } b(i,j) \geq u_2 
\end{cases}
\]

where \(u_1\) and \(u_2\) are the minimum and maximum grey levels of the region of interest, whereas \(v_1\) and \(v_2\) are the minimum and maximum grey levels desired, \(b(i,j)\) is the smoothed image grey level in pixel \((i, j)\). The choice of \(u\) and \(v\) values strongly depends on the particular image studied. For the determination of \(u_1\) and \(u_2\), the program permits the selection of a rectangular window of arbitrary size in order to obtain the average grey level inside it.

The disadvantage of this step is the saturation of the image and partial loss of information outside the regions of interest. However, those slight differences in chemical contrast, originally hidden to human eye, are brought to evidence, which is the purpose of this particular step.

2.3. **Edge enhancement**

Transitions from a region to another with a different grey level may denote changes in composition. It is necessary to distinguish in the intensity fluctuations, those arising from surface imperfections or grain boundaries from those arising from compositional changes. Once the transformations detailed above have been applied, edges are poorly defined, since smoothing produces this blurring. Several algorithms have been developed for edge detection (Russ, 1998), most of them enhancing intensity changes, allowing the appropriate delimitation of each pigment zone. In this work, the enhancement of edges corresponding to compositional variations was performed by the application of Laplacian filters (Neycensac, 1993), which can be modified by the user in order to adequate it according to the particular case considered.

The implementation of these filters has been carried out by developing a program in MATLAB® environment. It presents a user-friendly graphic interface with drop-down menus and the possibility of working with several images simultaneously. It also allows studying details or specific image regions through a “zoom” tool. For phase analysis, the program allows to visualize line intensity profiles and to convert some grey levels to optional colors. At any stage, the program allows the use of several well-known transformations, as well as the implementation of any other filter designed by the user.

As described below, BSE images have successfully been processed with this software, which includes all the image transformations described above. These may be configured by means of different options, so that the best alternatives may be combined, according to the specific situation under study.

3. **Experimental**

3.1. **Sample preparation**

The analyzed Aguada pot sherd samples (Ambato Style) were found in Piedras Blancas archaeological site, Catamarca, Argentina. These typical roughly finished Aguada tricolour wares (Fabra, 2006; Laguens and Juez, 1999) (B7, B53, Fig. 1) correspond to large vessels used for beer storage and processing, which can be plain or decorated with human and fantastic motives painted in white, red and black. These vessels are related to an old technological tradition, which acquired a new meaning within the Aguada context. Ultrasonic cleaning of the fragments chosen for SEM analysis was performed with the aim of removing contaminating powder remains. Samples were coated with carbon in order to ensure
conductivity for irradiation in the SEM; this low atomic number coating was chosen because backscattered electrons are poorly attenuated (Goldstein et al., 1992).

A small amount of sample B53 was scraped from the surface and prepared in a random mount for XRD analysis. To this purpose, the samples were mounted on a low-background single-crystal Si holder, where small amounts of material (few milligrams) can be studied.

3.2. Data acquisition

Image acquisitions were carried out with a scanning electron microscope LEO 1450 VP, with an energy dispersive detection system attached. In order to acquire adequate BSE images, a scanning time large enough was selected, with the aim of minimizing statistical fluctuations, using a beam current of 300–400 pA and a 40 s scan frame time. Examples of such images are displayed in Fig. 1. Appropriate records were corroborated through linear profiles in BSE images collected at different acquisition times. Fig. 2 shows an example of such profiles, in which white lines represent the approximate mean fluctuation values for reddish and black paints respectively; their different heights reflect the differences in mean atomic numbers. These fluctuations arise because the paint layer thickness is not homogeneous but rough and not plane, probably as a consequence of the burying of pieces for over 1000 years, being subjected to weathering and partial paint removal.

In order to validate the results obtained for chemical contrast through BSE imaging, mineral phases were characterized through X-ray diffraction. To this aim, random mounts of samples scraped from the surface of selected sherds were analyzed on a Philips X'Pert PRO PW 3040/60 diffractometer, using Cu Kα X-ray radiation, Si monochromator, at 40 kV and 30 mA, step scan at 1°/100 s and step size of 0.02°, covering a 3–65° 2θ range. Mineral phases present in the different pigments studied were quantified from the diffraction spectra through a Rietveld refinement procedure using the DiffracPlus TOPAS® software (Bruker AXS, 2004). The method consists in fitting a theoretical model to an experimental XRD spectrum by the least squares method, in order to obtain the best fit between them (Young, 1993). The calculated diffraction pattern is based in a model that includes concentrations, structural parameters (spatial group, atom positions, thermal factors, etc.), microstructural parameters (crystal size, microdeformations) and instrumental parameters (instrumental contribution to the FWHM and peak shape, penetration of the incident beam on the sample, etc.). Background was fitted with a simple 6 degree polynomial function. Overall atomic displacement factors were used for each structure. The individual isotropic and anisotropic displacement factors for all phases were fixed. Positions and occupancy factors were refined for the major phases. For the peak description a PEARSON VII function was selected, which takes into account peak asymmetry corrections, and for the highly orientable phases (calcite, micas and feldspars) the March-Dollase correction model (Dollase, 1986; March, 1932) for preferred orientation was chosen. Values given in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD)1 program were used as the starting parameters for the refinement.

4. Results and discussion

For an adequate image interpretation, the first step which must be performed is noise minimization. Depending on its nature, several methods can be chosen for its reduction (Gonzalez and Woods, 2002; Russ, 1998). In the case of the archaeological paints considered here, where noise originates in surface roughness, the optimal smoothing filter applied corresponds to a convolution matrix whose elements are all equal. Fig. 3 shows tests performed with different matrix sizes, demonstrating that for this case the most appropriate is a $3 \times 3$ matrix size, since a stronger smoothing procedure leads to severe detail and grain boundary losses.

After smoothing, it is necessary to enhance contrast between those grey levels which are to be discriminated. The function $T(i, j)$ defined to this aim in Section 2.2 is determined by the choice of the minimum and maximum grey levels of the region of interest, $u_1$ and $u_2$, and the desired minimum and maximum grey levels, $v_1$ and $v_2$. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4, where contrast is expected to be enhanced for the sample B7. In this case, a rectangular window containing pigments and naked sherd was selected, in order to obtain average grey levels inside it. The corresponding values resulted $u_1 = 175$ and $u_2 = 195$.

The last step in the implemented method consists in the enhancement of edges by means of the application of Laplacian filters, which have shown to be suitable for the images processed. Figs. 5 and 6 show the unprocessed images and those after the full image processing completing the three steps for sample B7 and B53, respectively.

---

1 http://icsd.fiz-karlsruhe.de/icsd.
After BSE image processing has been completed for sample B7, it can be seen that regions corresponding to each pigment have satisfactorily been separated. Contrast between sherd and white and black paints has been emphasized, and the final transformation has led to an adequate edge enhancement. Some details can now be observed, not visible in the original image. Of course, the application of this transformations worsens the information outside the region of interest, but one can always return to the original image to start over with the process for every region of interest.

The BSE image contains no information to identify the elements present in the sample or their concentration levels. In order to discard the possibility that the low chemical contrast observed does not originate from external contaminats, mineral phases were quantified by a Rietveld refinement procedure. Although in sample B7 the XRD analysis could not be performed due to lack of sufficient material, for sample B53 it was possible to scrap a sufficient amount of material as to acquire XRD patterns for the sherd surface. By means of a quantification procedure, mean atomic numbers were determined for white and black pigments, and for the ceramic pot.

Table 1 shows XRD quantification for white and black pigments and sherd for this sample. Structural formulae and ICSD numbers are also displayed. It can be seen that mean atomic number

![Fig. 3. Application of smoothing filters of different sizes in sample B7: (a) original image, (b) $3 \times 3$, (c) $4 \times 4$ and (d) $5 \times 5$.](image)

![Fig. 4. B7 smoothed image (left) and image obtained after contrast enhancement $([u_1; u_2] \rightarrow [v_1; v_2])$.](image)

![Fig. 5. Unprocessed (left) and optimized (right) BSE image for sample B7.](image)
Conclusions

An image-processing algorithm was developed in MATLAB® environment. The program has a user-friendly graphic interface with drop-down menus and the possibility of working with more than one image simultaneously.

The samples analyzed are archaeological ceramic pot sherds from Ambato style of the “Aguada” culture. We have demonstrated that for this kind of samples, the optimization routine complements the analysis accomplished by other techniques.

As corroborated through XRD characterization, the original B53 BSE image presents a mean Z contrast lesser than 0.1. Despite this conventional inconvenience, after an adequate image treatment the discrimination of zones with this low Z contrast was successfully accomplished.

It is necessary to stress out that the methodology presented here can complete the characterization of samples for which X-ray diffraction or X-ray analysis with electron sources is not possible. Backscattered electron images provide information on chemical contrast which cannot be produced with other analytical techniques in a number of particular cases. The ease with which BSE images are acquired for an extended region (a few seconds) encourages further developments in this area since, for example, X-ray imaging is usually a time-consuming procedure (hours) in view of the high noise maps for multicomponent samples—when such a procedure is eventually applicable. In addition, it is clear that image-processing techniques implemented for backscattered electron pictures may well be extended to those cases for which X-ray maps complement the information provided through BSE images. Several developments may be faced, among which the inclusion of frequencial filters would be very simple, and would allow the subtraction of periodical fluctuations through Fourier analysis or similar techniques (Bonnet, 2004).

On the other hand, accurate quantitative routines are impossible to perform for a whole region when subtle inhomogeneities are to be evidenced. The methodology proposed here may be useful when the determination of mean atomic numbers for different regions is sufficient for providing relevant information. Such is the case of plagioclase zonation studies, metallic inclusion characterization, monazite dating through U/Th technique, and similar research problems, which will be studied in the next future.
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Fig. 6. Unprocessed (left) and optimized (right) BSE image for sample B53.